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0 of 0 review helpful Comments by a biases reviewer By FCRichelieu The authors have evidently devoted a lot of 
thought to their research and to writing this book They tell us about unconscious biases that we may have that are 
inconsistent with our conscious thoughts and ideals An example of the authors thoughtfulness can be reflected in their 
use of different colours to label the various types of lies white g I know my own mind I am able to assess others in a 
fair and accurate way These self perceptions are challenged by leading psychologists Mahzarin R Banaji and Anthony 
G Greenwald as they explore the hidden biases we all carry from a lifetime of exposure to cultural attitudes about age 
gender race ethnicity religion social class sexuality disability status and nationality ldquo Blindspot rdquo is the 
authors rsquo metaphor for the po ldquo Conversational easy to read and best of all it has the potential at least to 
change the way you think about yourself rdquo mdash Leonard Mlodinow The New York of Books nbsp ldquo 
Accessible and authoritative 
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technology news and write about how tech affects the people who create it barriers to opportunity implicit bias and 
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he gap in our leadership arises as a result of the disconnect between how we think people are experiencing our 
leadership and  how convenient then that marvel and netflixs modern tv version of the team consists of a bunch of 
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